WWF local efforts to protect people and polar bears from
climate changes
As climate change, polar bear spends more time on land. They come in contact more often with
Arctic communities. Unfortunately, these fundamental interaction sometimes end badly for
humans and bears. WWF addresses this challenge by supporting local efforts to protect people
and polar bears. (WWF2018)
Reducing Conflict
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WWF supports community prominence in Alaska and Russia to prevent unexpected and
potentially fatal encounters between polar bears and people. Local anaesthetic polar
bear patrol team help keeps towns and bears safe. Better lighting near public places,
electric fencing, bear-cogent evidence food storage containers and warning plans for
when bears enter community of interests all help reduce conflict. (WWF2018)
Monitoring Population
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Scientists are currently keep an eye on the consideration and movement of polar bear in
the Arctic. WWF and their partners are working to understand the impact that different
threats, such as climate variety and the extension of industry in the Arctic, are having on
different polar bear populations.
For many years, they have streak a polar bear tracker, using data from WWF-supported
researcher teams to monitor some of the bears by satellite. Scientists can map a polar
bear's range and examine how home ground use may change in response to shifting the
sea ice.
WWF also provides financial support for polar bear research worker to travel to Soviet
Union and the US to plowshare and exchange scientific information about polar bears
with other researchers.
Reducing Industrial Impact
WWF’s goal is to ensure that wherever industrial growth proceeds stead , it is
renewable and does not damage wildlife universe and ecosystems to any great extent.
They pass technical mastery on vegetable crude oil spill prevention and response. They
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also advocate for the highest development standards through subject and international
venues.
WWF collaborates with scientist , conservationists and local anaesthetic people to
oppose oil and gas development in areas whose ecological value is far too great for
risking exposure to spill.
To help maritime vessel stay clear of ecologically fragile places, WWF is preparing
sensitivity map for areas of the Gumshoe . They have also offered best practices for
merchant vessels in the Galosh and continue to body of work at the International
Maritime Organization on a polar code that would make Arctic shipping safer.
Protecting The Last Ice Area of The Artic
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Scientists believe that a cancel safe mesh of shabu in the Senior high Arctic Zone of
Canada and Gronland coating 320 million Synonyms/Hypernyms of noun acre or twice
the size of Texas may persist longer than the ice anywhere else. Since 1992, WWF has
been working with partners to sustainably preserve the rich biodiversity of this region.
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Now, WWF works with local citizenry to establish an applicable management plan for
this “last ice orbit ” in Canada and Greenland. This plan could hand over many use,
such as preserve habitat for Arctic ice vulnerable species and protecting the cultural
heritage and economies of local communities.
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